The notion of a (φ,Ĝ)-module is defined by Tong Liu in 2010 to classify lattices in semistable representations. In this paper, we study torsion (φ,Ĝ)-modules, and torsion p-adic representations associated with them, including the case where p = 2. First we prove that the category of torsion p-adic representations arising from torsion (φ,Ĝ)-modules is an abelian category. Secondly, we prove the existence of a maximal (minimal) object of a (φ,Ĝ)-module by using the theory ofétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules, essentially proved by Xavier Caruso, which is an analogue of Fontaine's theory ofétale (φ, Γ)-modules. Non-isomorphic two maximal (minimal) objects give non-isomorphic two torsion p-adic representations.
Notation
Let k be a perfect field of characteristic p ≥ 2, W (k) its ring of Witt vectors, K 0 = W (k)[1/p], K a finite totally ramified extension of K 0 ,K a fixed algebraic closure of K and G = Gal(K/K). Throughout this paper, we fix a uniformizer π ∈ K and denote by E(u) its Eisenstein polynomial over K 0 . Let S = W (k) [[u] ] equipped with a Frobenius endomorphism φ via u → u p and the natural Frobenius on W (k).
Let R = lim ← − OK/p where OK is the integer ring ofK and the transition maps are given by the p-th power map. By the universal property of the ring of Witt vectors W (R) of R, there exists a unique surjective projection map θ : W (R) → OK which lifts the projection R → OK/p onto the first factor in the inverse limit, where OK is the p-adic completion of OK. For any integer n ≥ 0, let π n ∈K be a p n -th root of π such that π p n+1 = π n and write π = (π n ) n≥0 ∈ R. Let [π] ∈ W (R) be the Teichmüller representative of π. We embed the W (k)-algebra W (k) [u] into W (R) via the map u → [π]. This embedding extends to an embedding S → W (R), which is compatible with Frobenius endomorphisms.
Let O be the p-adic completion of S[1/u], which is is a discrete valuation ring with uniformizer p and residue field k((u)). Denote by E the field of fractions of O. The inclusion S → W (R) extends to inclusions O → W (FrR) and E → W (FrR)[1/p]. Here FrR is the field of fractions of R. It is not difficult to see that FrR is algebraically closed. We denote by E ur the maximal unramified field extension of E in W (FrR)[1/p] and O ur its integer ring. Let E ur be the p-adic completion of E ur and O ur its integer ring. The ring E ur (resp. O ur ) is equal to the closure of E ur in W (FrR)[1/p] (resp. the closure of O ur in W (FrR)). Put S ur = O ur ∩ W (R). We regard all these rings as subrings of W (FrR)[1/p].
Let K ∞ = ∪ n≥0 K(π n ) and G ∞ = Gal(K/K ∞ ). Then G ∞ acts on S ur and E ur continuously and fixes the subring S ⊂ W (R). We denote by Rep Zp (G ∞ ) (resp. Rep Qp (G ∞ )) the category of continuous Z p -linear representations of G ∞ on finite Z p -modules (resp. the category of continuous Q p -linear representations of G ∞ on finite dimensional Q p -vector spaces). We denote by Rep tor (G ∞ ) (resp. Rep fr (G ∞ )) the full subcategory of Rep Zp (G ∞ ) consisting of Z p -modules killed by some power of p (resp. finite free Z p -modules). Similarly, we define categories Rep Zp (G), Rep Qp (G ∞ ), Rep tor (G) and Rep fr (G) by replacing G ∞ with G.
2.2Étale φ-modules
In this subsection, We recall the theory of Fontaine'sétale φ-modules. For more precise information, see [Fo] 
We denote by ′ ΦM /O (resp. ΦM /E ) the category of finiteétale O-modules (resp. the category of finiteétale E-modules) with the obvious morphisms. Note that the extension K ∞ /K is a strictly APF extension in the sense of [Wi] and thus G ∞ is naturally isomorphic to the absolute Galois group of k((u)) by the theory of norm fields. Combining this fact and Fontaine's theory in [Fo] , A 1.2.6, we have that functors
and T * :
are equivalences of abelian categories and there exist natural O ur -linear isomorphisms which are compatible with φ-structures and G ∞ -actions:
Let Mod r /S∞ be the full subcategory of ′ Mod r /S consisting of finite S-modules M which satisfy the following:
• M is killed by some power of p,
• M has a two term resolution by finite free S-modules, that is, there exists an exact sequence 0 → N 1 → N 2 → M → 0 of S-modules where N 1 and N 2 are finite free S-modules.
Let Mod r /S be the full subcategory of ′ Mod r /S consisting of finite free S-modules. There exists a useful criterion for an object of ′ Mod r /S whether it is an object of Mod r /S or not (see Proposition 2.9). To describe the criterion, we need a bit more notion. A φ-modules M is called p ′ -torsion free if for all non-zero element x ∈ M, Ann S (x) = 0 or Ann S (x) = p n S for some integer n. This is equivalent to the natural map M → O ⊗ S M being injective. If M is killed by some power of p, then M is p ′ -torsion free if and only if M is u-torsion free. Therefore, if M ∈ ′ Mod r /S is killed p and p ′ -etale, M is finite free as a k [[u] ]-module by the structure theorem of finite k [[u] 
(φ,Ĝ)-modules
Let S be the p-adic completion of W (k)[u, E(u) i i! ] i≥0 and endow S with the following structures:
• a continuous linear derivation N : S → S defined by N (u) = −u.
• a decreasing filtration (Fil i S) i≥0 in S. Here Fil i S is the p-adic closure of the ideal generated by the divided powers γ j (E(u)) = E(u) j j! for all j ≥ i.
We regard all these rings as subrings in B + cris . Fix a choice of primitive p i -root of unity
Since ν(Ker(θ)) is contained in the set pW (k), ν extends to a map ν : A cris → W (k) and ν :
We define a subring R K0 of B + cris as below:
n n n n n n n n n n n n n 
is an injection ([CL2], Section 3.1). By this injection, we regard M as a φ(S)-stable submodule in M.
M for the weak topology 1 , (3) theĜ-action commutes with φM,
A weak (φ,Ĝ)-moduleM is called a (φ,Ĝ)-module if it satisfies the additional condition (5)Ĝ acts on the W (k)-moduleM/I +M trivially.
If M is a torsion (resp. free) Kisin module of (height r), we callM a torsion (resp. free) (φ,Ĝ)-module (of height r). By analogous way, we define the notion of a torsion (resp. free) weak (φ,Ĝ)-module. IfM = (M, φ M ,Ĝ) is a weak (φ,Ĝ)-module, we often abuse of notations by denotingM the underlying module R ⊗ φ,S M.
We denote by w Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ (resp. w Mod r,Ĝ /S , resp. Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ , resp. Mod r,Ĝ /S ) the category of torsion weak (φ,Ĝ)modules ( resp. free weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules, resp. torsion (φ,Ĝ)-modules, resp. free (φ,Ĝ)-modules). We regardM as a G-module via the projection G Ĝ . A sequence 0 →M ′ →M →M ′′ → 0 of (weak) (φ,Ĝ)-modules is exact if it is exact as S-modules and all morphisms are morphisms of (weak) (φ,Ĝ)-modules.
For a weak (φ,Ĝ)-moduleM, we define a Z p [G]-module as below:
There exists a natural map
which is a G ∞ -equivalent. Let denote by Rep r Zp (G) the category of G-stable Z p -lattices in semi-stable p-adic representations of G with Hodge-Tate weights in [0, r].
1 Suppose that M is free as a S-module. Give R ⊗ φ,S M (resp. W (FrR) ⊗ φ,S M) the weak topology using any R-basis (resp. W (FrR)-basis), which is independent of the choice of basis. Then we may replace the condition (2) with the following condition (2)':
(2)'Ĝ is a continuous R-semi-linearĜ-action on R ⊗ φ,S M for the weak topology. In fact, if G acts on R ⊗ φ,S M continuously, then the G-action onT (M) is continuous for the p-adic topology (the definition forT (M) is given before Theorem 2.7). Since the mapι in Lemma 4.2 (4) is a topological isomorphism for weak topologies on both sides, we see that the G-action on W (FrR) ⊗ φ,S M is automatically continuous.
(2) The functorT induces an anti-equivalence between Mod r,Ĝ S and Rep r Zp (G).
Corollary 2.8. The functorT : w Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ → Rep r tor (G) is exact and faithful.
Proof. The exactness of the functorT follows from 2.4 and Theorem 2.7 (1). Since T S : Mod r /S∞ → Rep r tor (G ∞ ) is faithful, the faithfulness ofT follows from the following commutative diagram:
Hom
Some fundamental properties
In this subsection, we give some fundamental, but important, results on Kisin modules and (φ,Ĝ)modules. We start with the following proposition which plays an important role throughout this paper.
Proposition 2.9 ([Li1], Proposition 2.3.2). Let M ∈ ′ Mod r /S be killed by p n . The following statements are equivalent:
(4) M has a successive extension of finite free k [[u] ]-modules in ′ Mod r /S∞ , that is, there exists an extension
M is a quotient of two finite free S-modules N ′ and N ′′ with N ′ , N ′′ ∈ Mod r /S . Remark 2.10. By Lemma 2.3.1 of [Li1] , it is easy to see that, for any i, M i and M i /M i−1 appeared in Proposition 2.9 (4) are in fact objects of Mod r /S∞ . Corollary 2.11. Let A be a S-algebra without p-torsion. Then Tor S 1 (M, A) = 0 for any Kisin module M. In particular, the functor M → A ⊗ S M is an exact functor from the category of Kisin modules to the category of A-modules.
Proof. If M is a free Kisin module, then the fact Tor S 1 (M, A) = 0 is clear. Let M be a torsion Kisin module and let show Tor S 1 (M, A) = 0. For this proof, we use Proposition 2.9 (4) and dévissage to reduce the proof to the case that M is killed by p. 
In this paper, we often regard
Proof. The statement is clear if M is free over S or killed by p (since A 1 ⊂ B 1 ). Suppose that M is killed by some power of p. Take an extension 0 = M 0 ⊂ M 1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ M k = M as in Proposition 2.9 (4). Note that M i and M i /M i−1 are in Mod r /S∞ (cf. Remark 2.10). Since two horizontal sequences of the diagram Proof. The sufficiency is clear from the definition of T S . Suppose p n T S (M) = 0. First we prove the case where n = 0. By Proposition 2.9 and Remark 2.10, there exists an extension [Ki] , this implies M k = M k−1 and in particular, T S (M k−1 ) = 0. Inductively, we obtain M k = M k−1 = · · · = M 0 = 0. For general n ≥ 0, we consider an exact sequence 0 → ker(p n ) → M p n → M in Mod r /S∞ . Since p n T S (M) = 0, if we take T S to this sequence, we have T S (M) ≃ T S (ker(p n )). Therefore, taking T S to an exact sequence 0 → ker(p n ) There exists a (φ,Ĝ)-analogue of the above proposition.
Proof. It is enough to prove only the case whereM,M ′ ∈ Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ . By Proposition 2.18, ker(f ) and im(f ) as φ-modules are in Mod r /S∞ . Consider the image of f . Letf :
is surjective, it is a routine work to check that im(f ) = (im(f ), φ,Ĝ) satisfies conditions to being a (φ,Ĝ)-module. The assertion for the kernel of f follows from the fact that, two exact sequences
Proof. This immediately follows from Corollary 2.11.
Cartier duality for (φ,Ĝ)-modules
In this subsection, we give the Cartier duality on (φ,Ĝ)-modules. Throughout this section, we fix an integer r < ∞.
Cartier duality for Kisin modules
In this subsection, we recall Liu's results on duality theorems for Kisin modules ([Li1], Section 3).
, and Frobenii φ ∨ on them by the analogous way.
Let M be a Kisin module of height r and denote by
We then have natural pairings (
The assignment M → M ∨ is an anti-equivalence on the category of torsion Kisin-modules (resp. free Kisin-modules) and a natural map M → (M ∨ ) ∨ is an isomorphism. (4) All parings ⟨·, ·⟩ appeared in the above are perfect.
(5) Taking a dual preserves a short exact sequence of torsion Kisin modules (resp. free Kisin modules, resp. torsionétale φ-modules resp. freeétale φ-modules). Remark 3.3. The assertion (2) of the above theorem says that there exists a natural isomorphism
In fact, the paring ⟨·, ·⟩ for M is equal to the pairing which is obtained by tensoring O to the pairing ⟨·, ·⟩ for M.
Construction of dual objects
Put
and we equip them with natural Frobenii arising from those of R and S ∨ . By Theorem 2.7, we can define a uniqueĜ-action on S ∨ such that S ∨ has a structure as a (φ,Ĝ)-module of height r and there exists an isomorphismT
Then it is not difficult to see that S ∨ n has a structure as a torsion (φ,Ĝ)-module of height r and there exists an isomorphism
. Fixing a topological generator τ ∈ G p ∞ , we defineĜ-actions on the above three modules by the relation τ (f r ) =ĉ r · f r . Herê
Then there exists a natural isomorphism:
Proof. If M is free, the statement is clear. If pM = 0, then we may regard M as a finite free S 1 -module and thus the statement is clear. Suppose that M is a (general) torsion Kisin module of height r. By Proposition 2.9 of [Li1] , there exists an extension of φ-modules
i and x ∈ M i , is an isomorphism by induction for i. For i = 0, it is obvious. Suppose that the above map is an isomorphism for i − 1. We have an exact sequence of S-modules
By Corollary 3.1.5 of [Li1] , we know that the sequence
is also an exact sequence of S-modules. Therefore, we have the following exact sequence of Amodules:
On the other hand, the exact sequence (3.2.3) induces an exact sequence of A-modules
(3.2.5) Combining sequences (3.2.4) and (3.2.5), we obtain the following commutative diagram of Amodules:
where the two rows are exact. Furthermore, first and third columns are isomorphisms by the induction hypothesis. By the snake lemma, we obtain that the second column is an isomorphism, too.
We define aĜ-action on Hom
Definition 3.7. LetM be a weak (φ,Ĝ)-module (resp. a (φ,Ĝ)-module). We callM ∨ as Theorem 3.6 the Cartier dual ofM.
To prove Theorem 3.6, we need the following easy property for R ∞ = R[1/p]/ R.
Lemma 3.8.
(1) For any integer n, we have
(2) The following properties for an a ∈ R[1/p] are equivalent:
Proof.
(1) The result follows from the relations
(2) The equivalence of (ii), (iii) and (iv) follows from the assertion (1). Proof of Theorem 3.6. We only prove the case whereM is a torsion (φ,Ĝ)-module (the free case can be checked by almost all the same method).
We check the properties (1) to (5) of Definition 2.6 forM ∨ . It is clear that (1) and (2) hold
for any a ∈ R, x ∈ M and σ ∈ H K . This implies M ∨ ⊂ ( R ⊗ φ,S M ∨ ) HK and hence (4) holds for M ∨ . Check the property (5), that is, the condition thatĜ acts trivially onM/I +M . By Lemma 3.5, we know that there exists the following natural isomorphism:
which is in factĜ-equivalent by the definition ofĜ-action on R ⊗ φ,S M ∨ . SinceĜ acts on R ⊗ φ,S M/I + ( R ⊗ φ,S M) and S ∨ ∞ /I + S ∨ ∞ trivially, we obtain the desired result. Finally we prove the property (3) forM ∨ . First we note that, if we take any f ∈ M ∨ = Hom S (M, S ∞ ) and regard f as a map which has values in S ∨ ∞ , then we have
Recall that there exists a natural isomorphism
by Lemma 3.5. We equip Hom R ( R ⊗ φ,S M, S ∨ ∞ ) with a φ-structure φ ∨ via this isomorphism. Then it is enough to show that σφ ∨ = φ ∨ σ on Hom R ( R ⊗ φ,S M, S ∨ ∞ ) for any σ ∈Ĝ. Take anŷ f ∈ Hom( R ⊗ φ,S M, S ∨ ∞ ) and consider the following diagram:
(3.2.9) By (3.2.8), we obtain that the diagram (3.2.9) is also commutative. To check the relation 
By replacingf with σ(f ) in the diagram (3.2.9), we have
and this finishes the proof.
Cartier duality theorem
LetM be a weak (φ,Ĝ)-module of height r. We have natural pairings
It is not difficult to see that these parings commute with Frobenii andĜ-actions.
Here we describe the Cartier duality theorem for (φ,Ĝ)-modules. (1) The assignmentM →M ∨ is an anti-equivalence on the category of torsion weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules (resp. free weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules, resp. torsion (φ,Ĝ)-modules, resp. free weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules) and a natural mapM → (M ∨ ) ∨ is an isomorphism.
(2) Parings (3.3.1) and (3.3.2) are perfect.
(3) Taking a dual preserves a short exact sequence of torsion weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules (resp. free weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules, resp. torsion (φ,Ĝ)-modules, resp. free weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules).
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 (3), we have already known that a natural map M → (M ∨ ) ∨ is an isomorphism as φ-modules. Furthermore, straightforward calculations show that the map M → (M ∨ ) ∨ is compatible with Galois action after tensoring R. Thus we obtain thatM → (M ∨ ) ∨ is an isomorphism, and the assertion (1) follows immediately. The assertion (3) follows from Theorem 3.2 (5). Consequently, we have to show the assertion (2). We leave the proof to the next section.
Compatibility with Galois actions
The goal of this subsection is to prove the following which is equivalent to Theorem 3.9 (2): 
4.2)
for any a ∈ W (FrR) and x ∈ (W (FrR) ⊗ RM ) φ=1 , is an isomorphism, which is compatible with φ-structures and G-actions.
Proof. A non-trivial assertion of this proposition is only the bijectivity of the map (3.4.2). First we note the following natural φ-equivariant isomorphisms:
follows from theétaleness of M . Combining the above isomorphisms and the relation (2.2.1), we obtain the following natural φ-equivalent bijective maps
and hence we obtain For any weak (φ,Ĝ)-moduleM, we set
Since the Frobenius action on W (FrR) ⊗RM commutes with G-action, we see that G acts on T * (M) stable. We have shown in the proof of Proposition 3.11 (see (3.4 .4)) that Proof. SupposeM is killed by some power of p. By Proposition 3.11 and the relation W (FrR) φ=1
The last equality follows from the proof of Lemma 3.1.1 of [Li3] , but we include a proof here for the sake of completeness. Take any h ∈ Hom R,φ (M, W (FrR) ∞ ). It is enough to prove that h has in fact values in W (R) for any a ∈ R and x ∈ M, we obtain that h has values in W (R) ∞ . The caseM is free, we obtain the desired result by the same proof as above if we replace W (FrR) ∞ (resp. Q p /Z p ) with W (FrR) (resp. Z p ).
In the rest of this subsection, we prove Proposition 3.10. We only prove the case where M is killed by p n for some integer n ≥ 1 (we can prove the free case by an analogous way and the free case is easier than the torsion case). 
compatible with G ∞ -actions. Liu showed in the proof of Lemma 3.1.2 in [Li1] that this pairing is perfect. By a similar way, we have the following paring
On the other hand, the pairing (3.4.5) induces a pairing
We can extend the pairing (3.4.9) to the φ-equivalent perfect pairing
Since the above pairing is φ-equivariant and (W (FrR) ⊗ R S ∨ n ) φ=1 ≃ Z p /p n Z p (−r), we have a pairing
(3.4.11) Therefore, combining (3.4.7), (3.4.8), (3.4.10) and (3.4.11), we have the following diagram
It is a straightforward calculation to check that the above diagram is commutative. Since the bottom pairing is perfect, we see that the top pairing is also perfect. This impliesT * (M ∨ ) ≃ T * (M)(−r) and therefore, we have the desired result by Corollary 3.12.
Category of representations arising from torsion (φ,Ĝ)modules 4.1 Relations between (φ,Ĝ)-modules and their representations
Select a t ∈ S ur such that t / ∈ pS ur and 
Proof. We may suppose that r < ∞. The assertion that ι S is G ∞ -equivalent and φ-equivalent is a result of Theorem 3.2.2 in [Li1] . Liu showed in loc. cit, that there exists a map ι ∨ S :
Moreover, in the proof of loc. cit, Liu also showed that the composite (O ur 
Hence we obtain ι S • ι ∨ S = t r and then the assertion (2) follows. We show the injectivity of A ⊗ S ur ι S .
Next we suppose that M is killed by p. In this case, the proof is almost the same as the free case, except one need to note that M is free as a k [[u] ]-module, t ̸ = 0 in A 1 (since S ur 1 ⊂ A 1 ; see Remark 2.14) and A 1 is a domain (since A 1 ⊂ FrR). Suppose that M is killed by some power of p. By Proposition 2.9 (4) and Remark 2.10, there exists an extension
We have a commutative diagram
where ι S,i−1 , ι S,i and ι S,i,i−1 are maps ι S for M i , M i−1 and M i /M i−1 , respectively. By corollary 2.11 and the exactness of T S , two horizontal sequences are exact. By induction on i, we see that
Finally, if we put A = W (FrR), we see the bijectivity of W (FrR) ⊗ S ur ι S from (1), (2) and t ∈ W (FrR) × .
LetM be in w Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ . We construct a mapι forM which connectsM toT (M) (cf. [Li2] , Section 3.1). First, we recall that we abuse of notations by denotingM the underlying module R ⊗ φ,S M. Observe that there exists a natural isomorphism of Z p [G]-moduleŝ
is the dual representation ofT (M). Composing this isomorphism withι ′ , we obtain a map
ForM ∈ w Mod r,Ĝ /S , we also constructι : (1)ι ≃ W (R) ⊗ φ,S ur ι S , that is, the following diagram commutes:
is bijective.
Proof. The statement (1) follows from the proof as same as that of Proposition 3.1.3 (2) of [Li2] . 
where the top and bottom arrows are morphisms induced from f . By our assumption of f and the result thatι is injective, we see that the bottom arrow commutes with G-action and then we have done. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1
and we have done.
Finally we consider the assertion related with a tensor product of Theorem 1.1. It is enough to prove the following lemma.
is an object of Mod r+r ′ /S∞ and has a structure of a weak (φ,Ĝ)-modules (resp. a (φ,Ĝ)-modules). If we putM⊗M ′ = M⊗ S M ′ u-tor , then there exists a canonical isomorphismT
). If we denote by (u-tor) by the u-torsion part of M ⊗ S M ′ , then we obtain an exact sequence
as R-modules. Note that u is a unit of W (FrR). Since a natural map R ⊗ φ,S
is injective (cf. Corollary 2.12), we see that the equality ker(η) = ker( R ⊗ φ,S (M ⊗ S M ′ ) → W (FrR) ⊗ φ,S (M ⊗ S M ′ )) and thus ker(η) is stable under theĜ-action on R ⊗ φ,S (M ⊗ S M ′ ). Therefore, we can equip aĜ-action on
Then it is not difficult to see that M⊗ S M ′ u-tor has a structure of a (φ,Ĝ)-module. Finally we provê T (M ⊗M ′ ) ≃T (M) ⊗ ZpT (M ′ ). By Proposition 3.11, we obtain φ-equivalent and G-compatible isomorphisms
Seeing "φ = 1"-part of the above modules, we have thatT * (M) ⊗T * (M ′ ) ≃T * (M ⊗M). Taking the dual of both sides, we obtain the desired result.
Maximal objects and minimal objects
Caruso and Liu defined maximal objects for Kisin modules and Breuil modules in [CL1] and they proved that the category of maximal objects can be regarded as a full subcategory of Rep tor (G ∞ ).
In this section, we discuss maximal objects for (φ,Ĝ)-modules and prove that the category of them can be regarded as a full subcategory of Rep tor (G).
Maximal objects and minimal objects for Kisin modules
In this subsection, we recall the theory of maximal (minimal) objects given in [CL1] . For M ∈ ΦM /O∞ , we denote by This property gives rise to a functor Max r : Mod r /S∞ → Mod r /S∞ . If we denote by Max r /S∞ its essential image, Caruso and Liu proved that
If M is killed by some power of p (resp. free over O), then ′M (resp.M ) is called a torsioń etale (φ,Ĝ)-module (resp. a freeétale (φ,Ĝ)-module). By replacing O and OĜ with E and EĜ, respectively, we define anétale (φ,Ĝ) ′ -module over E and anétale (φ,Ĝ)-module over E.
Denote by ′ ΦMĜ /O∞ (resp. ′ ΦMĜ /O , resp. ′ ΦMĜ /E ) the category of torsionétale (φ,Ĝ) ′ -modules over O (resp. the category of freeétale (φ,Ĝ) ′ -modules over O, resp. the category ofétale (φ,Ĝ) ′modules over E). Similarly, we denote by ΦMĜ /O∞ (resp. ΦMĜ /O , resp. ΦMĜ /E ) the category of torsionétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules over O (resp. the category of freeétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules over O, resp. the category ofétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules over E). 
is an isomorphism.
(2) For all torsionétale φ-modules M over O (resp. freeétale φ-modules M over O, resp.étale φ-modules M over E), a natural map
Proof. We only prove the torsion case. The rest cases can be checked by a similar manner. First we consider (1). Taking a tensor product W (FrR) over O ur to (2.2.3) and picking up a H ∞ -fixed parts, we obtain a natural bijective map
( 5.4 (2) ). Here G acts on the right hand side by the formula (σ.f )(
We also define a contravariant functor ′M : Rep fr (G) → ′ ΦMĜ /O (resp. ′M : Rep Qp (G) → ′ ΦMĜ /E ) and ′T : ′ ΦMĜ /O∞ → Rep fr (G) (resp. ′T : ′ ΦMĜ /E → Rep Qp (G)) by a similar manner. Proposition 5.5. The contravariant functorT is an anti-equivalence of categories between ΦMĜ /O∞ (resp. ΦMĜ /O , resp. ΦMĜ /E ) and Rep tor (G) (resp. Rep fr (G), resp. Rep Qp (G))). Furthermore,M is a quasi-inverse ofT .
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we have already known that, for anétale (φ,Ĝ)-moduleM and a representation T of G, canonical morphisms M → M(T (M )) and T → T (M(T )) are isomorphisms asétale φ-modules and G ∞ -representations, respectively. It is enough to prove that the former is compatible withĜ-action and the latter is G-equivalent. In the following, we only prove the torsion case; the same proof proceeds for rest cases. It is enough to prove that functors ′T and ′M are inverses of each other. Take any ′M ∈ ′ ΦMĜ /O∞ . We show a canonical isomorphism
isĜ-equivalent. By definitions of functors ′T and ′M , the following composition map
isĜ-equivalent. By composing this map with η, we obtain the map
It is a straightforward calculation to check thatη is compatible withĜ-actions, and thus η is also. Consequently, we obtain the result that ′M • ′T ≃ Id. By a similar argument we can obtain ′T • ′M ≃ Id and this finishes the proof.
Remark 5.6. By definitions ofT andM and the theory of Fontaine'sétale φ-modules, we see that these functors preserves various structures of categories. For example, these functors are exact and commute with the formation of tensor products and duals. Here the notion of the tensor product ofétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules and that of dualétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules are defined by natural manners.
Link between Liu's (φ,Ĝ)-modules andétale (φ,Ĝ)-modules
In this subsection, we connect the theory of Liu's (φ,Ĝ)-modules and the theory of ourétale In fact, we have canonical isomorphismŝ
by Lemma 5.4 (1) and Proposition B. 1.8.3 of [Fo] (see also the proof of Corollary 3.12).
In the below, we want to use various morphisms between Liu's (φ,Ĝ)-modules andétale (φ,Ĝ)modules. To do this, we need to define some notions. Let Mod(φ,Ĝ) be the category whose objects are φ-modules M over S killed by a power of p equipped with a OĜ-semilinearĜ-action on OĜ ⊗ φ,S M. Morphisms in Mod(φ,Ĝ) are defined by a natural manner. Then categories w Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ , Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ and ΦMĜ /O∞ can be regarded as full subcategories of Mod(φ,Ĝ). We call a morphism f : M → M in the category Mod(φ,Ĝ) a morphism of (φ,Ĝ)-modules, and we often denote f by f :M →M .
Definition 5.7. LetM be in w Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ or Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ , andM ∈ ΦMĜ /O∞ equipped with a morphism f :M →M of (φ,Ĝ)-modules. If f is an injection as a S-module morphism, thenM can be regarded as a subobject ofM in the category Mod(φ,Ĝ). In this case, (the image of)M is called a sub (φ,Ĝ)-module ofM .
Proposition 5.8 (Analogue of scheme theoretic closure). LetM be in w Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ (resp. Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ ) andM ∈ ΦMĜ /O∞ . Let f :M →M be a morphism of (φ,Ĝ)-modules. Then, ker(f ) and im(f ) as φ-modules are in Mod r /S∞ . Furthermore, theĜ-action onM gives ker(f ) a structure of a weak (φ,Ĝ)-module (resp. a (φ,Ĝ)-module) and theĜ-action onM gives im(f ) a structure of a weak (φ,Ĝ)-module (resp. a (φ,Ĝ)-module).
In this paper, we often denote im(f ) by f (M) or f (M).
Proof. The proof is same as that of Corollary 2.19.
The above proposition gives us a result on a successive extension for (φ,Ĝ)-modules, which is an analogue of Proposition 2.9 (4).
The exact sequence 0 → C u-tor → C u n → C ′ → 0 of S-modules induces the exact sequence
since Tor S 1 (C ′ , R) = 0 (see Corollary 2.11). By (5.3.1) and (5.3.2), we obtain the equality R ⊗ φ,S C u-tor = ( R ⊗ φ,S C) u-tor in R ⊗ φ,S C. On the other hand, we remark thatĜ-action on R ⊗ φ,S N induces that on R ⊗ φ,S C. SinceĜ-acts on ( R ⊗ φ,S C) u-tor stable, we can equip aĜ-action on R ⊗ φ,S C Cu-tor by using the exact sequence 0 → R ⊗ φ,S C u-tor → R ⊗ φ,S C → R ⊗ φ,S C Cu-tor → 0. Then it is not difficult to check that coker(f ) u-tor = C Cu-tor is a (φ,Ĝ)-module.
in M . By Lemma 5.12, M 1 has a structure of (φ,Ĝ)-module, we denote it byM 1 . We see that M 1 ∈ F r,Ĝ S (M ) and M 0 M 1 . Inductively, we findM i ∈ F r,Ĝ S (M ) with infinite length increasing sequence M 0 M 1 M 2 · · · in F r S (M ). However, this is a contradiction by Lemma 3.2.4 of [CL1] . The proof of the assertion for a minimum element is the same except only that we use Lemma 3.2.5 of [CL1] . Definition 5.15. LetM ∈ Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ . We denote by Max r (M) (resp. Min r (M)) the maximum element (resp. minimum element) of F r,Ĝ S ( M[1/u]). It is endowed with a morphism of (φ,Ĝ)modules ιM max :M → Max r (M) (resp. ιM min : Min(M) →M). We often denote by max r (M) (resp. min r (M)) the underlying sub φ-module over S of Max r (M) (resp. Min r (M)). We say thatM is maximal (resp. minimal) if ιM max (resp. ιM min ) is an isomorphism.
Maximal objects for (φ,Ĝ)-modules
In this section, we prove various properties of maximal objects. • the morphismT (ιM max ) is an isomorphism;
• for anyM ′ ∈ Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ endowed with a morphism f :M →M ′ such thatT (f ) is an isomorphism, there exists a unique g :M ′ → Max r (M) such that g • f = ιM max . has a structure as a (φ,Ĝ)-moduleK of height r. Note that the composition mapK → Max r (M) ⊕ Min r (N) → Max r (M) is an isomorphism, where the first arrow is the natural embedding and the second arrow is a first projection. In particular, we obtain an isomorphism η : K[1/u] ∼ −→M . If we identify K[1/u] andM via η, thenK is contained in F r,Ĝ S (M ) and thus min r (M) ⊂ K. Taking any element x = (x, y) of min r (M) ⊂ K, we have h(x, y) = 0 and thus g(x) = y ∈ min r (N). This finishes the proof.
Denote by Min r,Ĝ
/S∞ the essential image of the functor Min r : Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ → Mod r,Ĝ /S∞ . The following can be checked by the same way as that of Proposition 3.4.6 of [CL1] .
